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some,   as   far   as   we   were   able   to   do   so   with   limited   ifacilities,   with   the
object   of   finding   out   what   they   ate.   In   none   of   our   specimens   did
we   find   anything   but   humus   and   leaf   mould.   At   the   same   time   we
tried   a   number   of   experiments   in   test   tubes   to   try   and   find   out
what   common   reagents   were   lethal   to   them.

The   result   of   these   experiments   was   most   interesting.   Any   acid
reagent   had   little   or   no   effect   on   them,   in   fact   they   appeared   to
survive   quite   happily   in   contact   with   quite   strong   solutions   of   hydro-

chloric acid.
On   the   other   hand   they   reacted   very   quickly   to   anything   alkaline.

A   small   spot   of   free   lime   was   quite   sufficient   to   kill   a   leech   very
quickly.   Very   dilute   caustic   soda   was   equally   lethal.   Such   things
as   tobacco   decoctions,   and   coarse   soap   emulsions,   were   also   very
effective   in   kiUing   leeches   besides   acting   as   repellents.

The   killing   power   of   alkalis   was   what   I   expected   to   find.   The
effectiveness   of   coarse   soap   is   probably   due   to   the   residue   of   soda   ash
in   the   soap,   as   the   better   the   soap   the   less   effective   it   is.   In   our
jungles   soils   are   generally   of   high   acidity,   derived   either   from   the
high   humus   cover   in   heavy   rain   forest,   or   from   the   laterite   of   more
open   forest,   and   it   was   logical   to   expect   that   leeches   would   be   happy
living   in   an   acid   medium.   I   also   tried   malariol   on   them   which   seemed
to   have   little   or   no   effect.

Ever   since   these   experiments   I   have   used   coarse   soap   rubbed   into
ankle   puttees   as   a   protective.   It   is   the   finest   protective   I   know.
It   will   remain   eftective   on   6   in.   monsoon   days,   and   stand   up   to
occasional   crossing   of   streams.   If   it   is   well   rubbed   into   the   puttees
the   rain   keeps   a   constant   dribble   of   soapy   water   flowing   over   the
boots   for   a   considerable   period.   Protection   is   almost   complete   in
the   worst   leech   jungle.

Many   planters   in   South   India   use   a   leech   proof   stocking   of   fine
woven   cotton   which   is   good   until   the   leech   climbs   over   the   top.   Silk
stockings   or   socks   also   seem   to   defeat   their   efforts   at   penetration.

A   curious   fact   about   leeches   is   that   elephant,   bison,   sambar,   Nilgiri
Thar,   wild   dogs,   panther   and   tiger   live   quite   happily   in   sholas   and
forest   which   are   so   leech   infested   that   the   local   jungle   races   will   not
enter   them   in   the   monsoon.   I   have   shot   many   wild   animals   in   such
forest,   and  none  of   them  have  ever  shown  signs  of   having  been  worried
by   leeches.   On   the   other   hand   tame   dogs,   cats,   horses   and   domestic
cattle   will   all   be   attacked   freely   and   viciously.   Domestic   cattle  —
particularly   those   with   English   blood  —  will   suffer   severely   in   condition
if   they   graze   continuously   in   leech-infested   areas.   I   feel   sure   that
wild   animals   living   in   these   jungles   would   be   unable   to   live   there   if
they   did   not   have   some   natural   protection.   It   is   a   fact   that   Bos
gaurus   is   the   only   ox   which   is   known   to   sweat.   My   guess   is   that   the
natural   protection   of   all   wild   animals   living   in   leech-infested   jungles
is   an   alkaline   skin   secretion.

I   agree   with'   Mr.   wSmythies   that   I   have   never   seen   a   leech   climb
a   tree,   and   I   have   never   had   a   leech   drop   on   me   from   a   tree.   In
very   bad   jungle   they   can   be   picked   up   off   undergrowth   shrubs,   but
even   so   they   are   rarely   above   knee   height.   From   that   height   they
may   easily   escape   notice   until   they   have   worked   up   to   the   back   of
the  neck.
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